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ABSTRACT

A nonlinear magnetic droplet in a flow-focusing channel is studied in this letter. The breakup regime of the droplets undergoes a transition
from dripping to bifurcation to dripping. A GMR (giant magnetoresistance) sensor is proposed for droplet detection. When this nonlinear
droplet passes, the sensor can produce a continuous jitter signal which is significantly different from the one obtained in the dripping mode.
The MR (magnetoresistive) ratio is about 3.2%. The droplet magnetic field obtained by molecular dynamics simulation demonstrates that the
GMR sensor is effective in the detection.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5104296

Droplet-based microfluidics attracts increasing attention because it
can accurately handle trace amounts of fluid elements.1 Specifically, mag-
netic droplets in immiscible oil have a variety of applications in biology
and engineering, such as drug delivery,2 cell sorting,3 magnetic separa-
tion,4 and pumps and valves.5 T-junction, coflow, and flow-focusing are
the most commonly used microfluidic methods for droplet generation.6

A flow-focusing generator can provide highly uniform droplets to ensure
constant, controlled, and predicted results. However, droplet generation
originates from fluid instabilities.7 Magnetic droplets can be generated by
introducing magnetic fluid as dispersed fluid into another continuous
fluid, and their generation modes include squeezing, dripping, jetting, and
thread formation.8 The competition of inertia force, interfacial tension
force, and capillary force determines the specific breakup regime of drop-
let generation. In addition, the magnetic fluids can be magnetized under
the action of the external field, and thus, the changed viscosity and surface
tension exhibit a more complicated situation.

Moreover, magnetoresistive (MR) sensors have been successfully
applied to the field of droplet-based microfluidics,9–13 showing good
magnetic field detection capabilities. The concept of magnetic droplet
editing, decoding,9,10 and size monitoring12 in a microfluidic platform
has been proposed by GMR (giant magnetoresistance) sensors. GMR
sensors have a very high sensitivity, but at the same time, they enter
saturation at very low magnetic fields.14 Although the colocation mon-
itoring of droplets has been involved, the magnetic field strength gen-
erated by a single superparamagnetic droplet under the action of an
external magnetic field has hardly been explored. In particular, a weak
magnetic field can cause sensor saturation.

Here, a long orifice throat flow-focusing chip was used to gener-
ate magnetic droplets. Nonlinear droplets were found at a certain flow
rate ratio. A high-speed camera (Phantom V2512) was utilized to
record the entire generation process of magnetic droplets. A high MR
ratio GMR sensor was used to characterize the droplet modality. The
sensor responded to weak magnetic fields and was quickly saturated.
When a droplet flowed through the magnetic sensitive region, the
superparamagnetic particles dispersed therein were magnetized by the
external magnetic field. Molecular dynamics was used to simulate the
magnetic fields which were generated by magnetic droplets of 50lm
and 60lm (the diameter of droplets), respectively. A magnetic field
opposite to the direction of the excitation field was generated in the
magnetosensitive area. A suitable external magnetic field was chosen
to ensure the sensor is operated in a good magnetic field response seg-
ment. This work will be of great significance for guiding the detection
of paramagnetic samples in a magnetoresistive microfluidic system.

Figure 1(a) shows the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184,
Dow Corning) device fabricated through a standard soft-lithography
technique.15 Two high-precision syringe pumps (LSP02–1B, Longer-
Pump) pump magnetic fluid and mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich) into the
flow-focusing chip [Fig. 1(b)]. Superparamagnetic Fe3O4 particles (sol-
vothermal method17) were dispersed in de-ionized water to obtain the
magnetic fluid. Two immiscible fluids encounter at the intersection,
and high-frequency magnetic droplets are generated by the large capil-
lary number caused by the long orifice. The camera was utilized to
record the droplet mode at different flow rate ratios. The volume flow
rate of magnetic fluid was fixed at 0.1ml/h, while increasing the
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continuous phase flow rate was varied from 0.1ml/h to 1.0ml/h.
Figures 1(c)–1(l) show the mode transition of magnetic droplets by
changing a two-phase flow ratio from 1:1 to 1:10. As the flow rate ratio
increased, the size of droplets decreased and generation frequency
increased. The entire formation of the droplets was carefully observed
(with or without shrinkage at the magnetic fluid tip) at each flow rate,
and the droplet mode changed from “squeezing” to “dripping.”

Surprisingly, this long orifice flow-focusing device produces a par-
ticular mode of droplets. Figures 2(a)–2(p) display the generation pro-
cess of the nonlinear droplets. By increasing the Qd to 0.15ml/h
slightly, “Bifurcation” [Fig. 2(r)] occurred in the range of dripping
modes [Figs. 2(q)–2(s)], of which Qc was kept at 0.18ml/h, 0.30ml/h,
and 0.60ml/h, respectively. Figures 2(a)–2(p) show the whole process
of the bifurcation droplets recorded with the camera frame rate of
10 000. Except for uniform droplets, a primary droplet followed by a
small secondary droplet was periodically present, and the magnetic
fluid tip in the orifice did not shrink. According to the time interval
between figures, one primary droplet is generated every 3ms [Figs.
2(a)–2(k)], and then, the secondary droplet is generated in 1.5ms [Figs.
2(l)–2(p)]. Since the flow rate is fixed and the liquid is incompressible,
the total volume of the primary and secondary droplets is about 188 pl,
and the diameters of these two droplets are 62lm and 49 lm, respec-
tively. In the experiments, we found that bifurcation occurred in a fairly
large flow rate range. Different from conventional higher-order periods
and the chaotic bubbling phenomenon which typically occurred in a
high Weber number (We), this dripping to bifurcation to dripping
transition is acquired at a low flow rate. Unlike water-in-oil droplets
under traditional optical observations, magnetoresistive sensors can
also be used to characterize magnetic droplets in microfluidics. As the
droplets flow through the magnetic sensitive region, the resulting mag-
netic field will be recorded by the GMR sensor.

Therefore, a GMR sensor was designed and fabricated for charac-
terizing magnetic droplets. The fabrication contains a total of two

FIG. 1. (a) The plane map of the flow-focusing channel. (b) Dimensional description
of the earth part of the channel. The widths of the continuous phase (mineral oil),
dispersed phase (magnetic fluid), and outlet are all 200 lm. The long orifice is
250 lm� 50lm. (c)–(l) The transition of magnetic droplets. Qd was 0.1 ml/h, and
Qc was increased from 0.1 ml/h to 1.0 ml/h. The droplet modes changed from
squeezing [(c)–(f)] to dripping [(g)–(l)].

FIG. 2. (a)–(p) The whole generation process of the bifurcation droplet. The camera
frame rate is 10 000, and the interval between adjacent figures is 3/10 000 s. (a)–(k)
The primary droplet is followed by the (l)–(p) secondary droplet. Qd is fixed at
0.15ml/h. Qc is increased from (q) 0.18 ml/h to (r) 0.30 ml/h to (s) 0.60 ml/h, and
the droplet mode transits from (q) dripping to (r) bifurcation to (s) dripping again.
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lift-off processes. Figure 3 details the method of sensor manufacture.
This multilayer thin film magnetosensitive body is [Ni81Fe19/Cu]30.
The first photolithography was to obtain a tortuous magnetic zone
pattern [the right side of Fig. 3(f)]. Each rectangle is 100 lm� 3lm,
and the spacing is 3lm. With the help of the mask alignment marks,
the second lift-off process resulted in the sensor electrodes.

The outlet of the flow-focusing chip was aligned with the magne-
tosensitive area and then bonded to the sensor. Figure 4(a) shows the
obtained device, and Fig. 4(b) shows the optical microscopy image of
the GMR sensor. The bend line in the figure is the magnetosensitive
area. A single magnetic enthalpy and impedance meter (Modulab
MTS) was used to characterize the magnetic field response of the sen-
sor. As the magnetic field acting on the magnetosensitive area increases
from 0 to 220Oe, the resistance of the sensor first decreases and then
remains almost unchanged [Fig. 4(c)]. The initial resistance of the sen-
sor is 1118.4 X and the maximum variation over the whole process is
35.8 X, and thus, the MR ratio is about 3.2%. Therefore, the sensor is
sensitive to a weak magnetic field, and the saturation magnetic field is
about 150Oe. Therefore, the total magnetic field acting on the magne-
tosensitive area should be less than this value. The magnetic properties
of superparamagnetic particles in the droplet should be magnetized by
the external magnetic field. From the MR sensitivity curve in Fig. 4(c),
it can be concluded that the sensor increased from a high sensitivity
resolution to a linear response to the saturation phase as the magnetic
field increased.

For superparamagnetic samples, a suitable external excitation
field is critical to the effective operation of the GMR sensor. If the exci-
tation magnetic field is too small, it is difficult for the particles in the
droplet to form chainlike structures. Molecular dynamics is used to
simulate the magnetic field generated by a microdroplet. The diame-
ters of the magnetic droplets are 50 and 60lm, respectively, and the
particle mass fraction is 10wt. %. When the Fe3O4 particle is subjected
to an external magnetic field H, the magnetic moment vector mi can
be expressed as

mi ¼ MVi
H
H
¼ Mse

� C1
HþC2Vi

H
H
; (1)

where M is the magnetization of Fe3O4 and Vi is the particle volume.
H means the modulus of the magnetic field vector. The saturation
magnetization Ms of the particles is 90.7 emu/g. C1 and C2 together
determine the magnetization characteristics near the zero magnetic
field, C1¼ 330Oe and C2¼ 72.6Oe. C1 measures the speed toward
saturation. For this superparamagnetic particle, the Langevin function
can be used to describe the magnetic hysteresis loop,16

M ¼ Ms coth xð Þ � 1
x

� �
: (2)

Here, x ¼ MsVpH=kBT , where Vp is the average volume of the parti-
cle. Under the action of an external magnetic field, functions (1) and
(2) can be expressed as

M ¼ Ms 1� C1

H

� �
¼ Ms 1� kBT

MsVpH

 !
: (3)

Near the zero magnetic field, Eqs. (1) and (2) should be able to trans-
late into the same linear relationship with magnetic field strength,

dM
dH

� �
H¼0
¼ C1

C2
e�C1=C2 ¼ MsVp

3kBT
: (4)

It is assumed that all particles in the magnetic fluid are uniformly
magnetized instantaneously, and the direction of the magnetic
moment is parallel to the direction of the external magnetic field. At
the same time, the magnetized particles also generate a magnetic field
in the surrounding area,

Hi ¼ �
1

4pr3
mi � 3 mi � r̂ð Þr̂½ �; (5)

where r is the position vector of the center of the particle i to a certain
point. Another particle is present in the magnetic field Hi, which is
also magnetized by the particle i. After a number of iterative calcula-
tions, the magnetization of a single particle can be obtained. Finally,
the magnetic moment of a single particle is

mi ¼ Mse
� C1

Hlocj jþC2Vi
H loc

Hloc
; (6)

H loc ¼ H þ
X
j 6¼i

H j: (7)

H loc=Hloc means the direction of magnetic moment vector. Equation (7)
applies the superposition principle. This makes it possible to obtain
the magnetization state of the droplets under the action of a weak
magnetic field. Figure 4(e) shows the distribution of the particles in
the droplet. The external magnetic field is 100Oe, and the direction
is along the z-axis. The resulting particle distribution is rotated by a
certain angle for easy observation. The particles form chain-like
structures along the magnetic field direction.

It can be seen from the droplet monitoring system [Fig. 4(d)]
that the sensor is located at the plane out of the droplet edge. Figure
4(f) first shows the response of GMR sensor’s resistance value as the
random microdroplet passes. Different size troughs indicate the pas-
sage of droplets of different diameters. Then, the calculations gave the

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of GMR sensor processing. Sputtering 600 nm thick
SiO2. (b) Insulating layer on the surface of (a) a 2 in. wafer. (c) Coating AE 5124E
photoresist, (d) lithography (Optical Aligner-SUSS MABA6), development (AZ 300
MIF), and obtained pattern area. (e) and (f) Sputter multilayer thin film metal
(Lesker Lab18) and lift-off the unetched photoresist. (g)–(j) Repeating the same pro-
cess obtains the electrodes.
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magnetic fields generated by a 50lm droplet located at the x-z planes of
55lm, 60lm, and 65lm. They are –12.04Oe, �6.63Oe, and
�4.24Oe, respectively. The negative sign indicates that the direction of
these magnetic fields is opposite to the external magnetic field. The
60lm droplet exhibits a similar situation. For the x-z planes of 65lm,
70lm, and 75lm, they are�8.86Oe,�6.12Oe, and�4.36Oe, respec-
tively. The larger droplet corresponds to the smaller magnetic field for
the farther center distance. For this flow-focusing device, the magnetic
field at the same distance (35lm) from the center of the droplets is
�6.63Oe and �8.86Oe. The 60lm droplet produces a magnetic field
that is about 33.6% higher than that of the 50lm droplet. Due to the
uniformity of the dripping mode droplets, a periodic signal response is
generated in the sensor [Fig. 4(f)]. However, based on the molecular
dynamics simulation, the periodic, continuous, and jittery signal corre-
sponds to the nonlinear droplet. Under the excitation of a weak external
magnetic field, a weaker magnetic field generated by the paramagnetic
materials is sufficient to be recorded by the sensor. Moreover, the non-
linear droplet can produce significantly different signals at the sensor.

In this letter, a bifurcated magnetic droplet in a long orifice flow-
focusing generator was described. A high speed camera was utilized to
record the entire formation process of primary and secondary drop-
lets. Such a nonlinear magnetic droplet phenomenon occurred in the
dripping mode. To facilitate the characterization of the GMR sensor,
the particle distribution in the droplets under the application of a
weak magnetic field was analyzed by molecular dynamics simulation.

The magnetic field produced by the droplet acting on the magnetosen-
sitive area was within the response accuracy of the GMR sensor. This
work is of great significance for the study of paramagnetic materials in
magnetoresistive microfluidic chip systems.
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